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Introduction 

 

This reference photo is of our own Siamese cat Dipsy, who has been a much loved 

member of our family for the past 16 years. To assist you in completing this tutorial, I 

have also created a speed drawing which you can view on YouTube at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qiwaa0bO9yY.  

 

As this is only my second attempt at Pyrography, I definitely don’t profess to be an expert 

in this particular area. You can find a whole host of information, books, kits and 

equipment on Sue Walter’s website at http://www.suewalters.com/ and Sue is very helpful 

in advising you. 

 

This tutorial deals more with my experiences of starting out as a new user of pyrography 

equipment and how you can combine the pyrography technique with other mediums for a 

very realistic effect. I grew up with my Mum doing quite a bit of pyrography, but she used 

a single soldering iron, with no interchangeable tip or adjustable temperature which made 

it difficult to get the subtle shading that today’s variable temperature machines allow. 

 

I initially bought the Razertip SK single pen burner, and this really is a super machine in 

its own right, but then ended up changing it for the Razertip SS-D10 Dual pen burner. My 

reason for doing this wasn’t so much because I wanted to have two pens available for use 

at the same time (this really isn’t an issue for me as they are so easy to change over 

anyway), but the dual burner has an inbuilt adjustable mechanism that allows you to turn 

the heat even lower or higher so that you can achieve with the normal variable temperature 

dial. I found that when working with the SK model and with the temperature turned to the 

lowest temperature (1), that the pen still burned a little hotter than I wanted. At that point, I 

was working on a portrait of a baby and so wanted very soft shading. I think the SK burner 

would have been fine for doing this cat and most animal artworks because you won’t need 

the really low temperatures.   

 

In the image on the next page you can see the wood burner set up that I have with two 

pens attached. The button to the left with the 0 and 1 is the on/off button and red light 

comes on underneath when your burner is on. I am paranoid about having an absent 

moment and accidentally leaving the wood burner on and burning the house down so find 

myself looking for this light quite a bit. The A and B switch allows you to swap between 

the two pens attached without turning the machine off. The 1-10 dial turns your heat up 

and down and the little hole above this dial with the L and H allows you to vary the 

temperature even further using a screwdriver. 

 

The darkest areas of the Cat were done by turning the dial to 5 and I was pretty happy with 

the tonal range between 1 and 5 – I can’t imagine needing to turn the dial all the way up to 

10. You will also note that this machine has a pen holder on each side of the machine. This 

is perfect for the smaller width pens, but the heavier duty pens seem to pop out of the 

holder. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qiwaa0bO9yY
http://www.suewalters.com/
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Equipment 
 
 

Razertip SS-D10 Dual Pen Burner 
 

 
 

You will also see that I purchased 4 different fixed tip pens for my machine. I did this 

because Sue mentions that the heat is more reliable on the fixed tip than the 

interchangeable pen tips. I still find that the heat is quite variable and that the tip is 

regularly heating and cooling to slightly different temperatures. You could have a very 

similar set up to me and spend quite a bit less by buying the SK machine and one pen with 

a set of interchangeable tips. There are literally hundreds of different pens and tips that 

you can buy, and if you check out Sue’s site, she has a comprehensive list and description 

of many of the different tips, along with samples of the marks that each different tip is 

capable of. These are the four tips that I have started with – most sites state that there are 

three basic pen tips that you need – a shader, a writer and a knife. 
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Pen Tips 
 

Small Spoon Shader 
 

 
 

This is the underneath view of the small spoon shader. As the name suggests, this tip is 

fabulous for doing smooth shading of larger areas. The spoon shape means that there are 

no sharp edges when you are shading. In the next view, you can see the same tip in a side 

view. You can use the edges of the shader to draw softer lines and curves. 

 

 
 

The Knife Tip 
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This is the front view of the Small Standard Knife that I use. Most of the fur on the cat was 

done using this tip. In the next image, you can see the side view. 

 

 
 

The Ball Tip Writer 

 
I bought the ball tip writer in two sizes – 0.8mm and 1.2mm, but there isn’t a huge 

difference between the two and if I had my time over, I probably would have bought a 

different type of tip, rather than buying this tip in two sizes. This tip was very useful for 

filling in areas of the cat such as the tip of the nose and around the ears. You do need to be 

careful not to press too heavily with this tip as it does leave tiny little craters in the timber, 

which might be an advantage if you are after that kind of texture, but not so great if you 

are wanting a smoother look. 

 

 

 
The Weller Wood Burner 

 

I also bought a much cheaper wood burner from our local hardware store, which still has a 

wide variety of pen tips, but the temperature is not variable. I have read that you can 

achieve a variable temperature by attaching the wood burner to a light dimmer, but I have 

no idea as to how you would achieve this. For those of you looking for a cheaper option, 

this could be a good starting point. 

 

This is an image of the Weller wood burner available from most hardware stores. As you 

can see, it does come with a range of tips and stamps. I have yet to use this kit but believe 
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it might be beneficial for doing darker areas and backgrounds, particularly with the non-

variable heat. 

 

 
 
 

Materials List: 

 

• 12x12 inch Cradled Birch Ply (or your preferred wood surface) 

• A variable temperature wood burner, along with a pen with shader, knife and writer 

tips. 

• Derwent Inktense Pencils: 108 Violet, 109 Iris Blue, 123 Antique White, 0300 

Tangerine, 0310 Mid Vermillion, 0520 Carmine Pink, 0610 Red Violet, 0720 

Thistle, 760 Deep Violet, 0820 Peacock Blue, 0830 Navy Blue, 1740 Saddle Brown, 

1800 Baked Earth, 2110 Payne’s Grey, 

• Faber Castell Polychromos: 101 White, 103 Ivory, 120 Ultramarine, 129 Pink 

Madder Lake, 130 Dark Flesh,132 Light Flesh, 146 Sky Blue, 176 Van-Dyck-

Brown, 180 Raw Umber, 187 Burnt Ochre, 233 Cold Grey IV, 280 Burnt Umber, 

283 Burnt Siena,  

• Caran D’ache Pablos: 001 White, 371 Bluish Pale, 151 Pastel Blue 

• Ballpoint Pens:(optional) Bic Black, Blue and Red and Staedtler Brown 

• Tracing paper or drafting film and graphite transfer paper (or use your preferred 

method for transferring the outlines). I used a Prismacolor Verithin in Dark Brown 

to do my initial outline 

• Fine Paint Brush such as an 0 for applying the Wet Inktense pigment 

• Opaque White Artist’s Ink (optional) 

• Varnish of choice 

• I did use an engraver to do the whiskers, but this is certainly not needed and in fact 

you can probably achieve better results with white ink or coloured pencil. 
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The Derwent Inktense pencils were all used wet throughout this tutorial, using the 0 paint 

brush and varying the amount of water, depending on the intensity of colour required. The 

pigment was taken from the pencil end rather than drawing with the pencils first and then 

adding water which gives a more intense, but sometimes unpredictable intensity of colour. 
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Line Drawing 
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Transferring your Image 

 

 

Use your preferred method for transferring the image to the timber panel. I used drafting 

film, a light box and a dark Brown Verithin pencil to do my initial outline and then used a 
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sharp tapestry needle and graphite transfer paper to transfer the image to the timber. I 

notice quite a few pyrography artists use the pyrography pen to transfer the image, but I 

think this gives too harsh a line and personally prefer a faint graphite outline (you can just 

make out the graphite outline in this next image). 

 

 

The Eye 
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In this close up, you can see the markings made by the wood burning pen quite well. I 

started with the ball writer tip and the heat turned up to between 4 and 5 and outlined the 

pupil and eye. I then used the underneath of the shader tip and gently laid it down at 

different points around the pupil, holding the heat there until the timber went a nice, rich 

black. The writer tip was then used, with the heat between 2 and3, to fill in the upper and 

lower eyelid area. The trickiest part of working with the ball tip writer is the tendency for a 

dot point to form at the start of each line. Being a pencil artist first and foremost it makes 

me realise that we must push the pencils into the paper slightly whenever we make a 

pencil mark. With the wood burner, and particularly the writer tip, I found I had to make a 

conscious effort to keep the pressure very even from start to finish with each stroke. I used 

the writer tip and a gentle hand to make the brown marks that radiate out from the pupil. 

The fine hairs radiating out from eye were done using the knife tip & the heat turned to 3. 

 

Adding Colour to The Eye 

 

The next image shows the application of colour to the eye. This was done using a slightly 

damp brush and picking up the pigment from the Derwent Inktense pencil Iris Blue for the 

first layer. The darker blue was then added using (DI) Peacock Blue and the purplish areas 

were added using (DI) Red Violet. There is a tendency for the inktense pigment to bleed 

out into the wood grain (as I will show you later in the tutorial) if you add too much water. 

The Inktense pigment also tends to grab at the timber if you apply it too dry. The wood 

burned edges do help to stop the Inktense pigment from bleeding into the surrounding 
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grain, so in the eye, I was able to start with a fairly dilute base coat of the Iris Blue and 

then use less water as I added darker colours and was looking for more definition.  

 

 
 

I then burnished the eye using (FC) White on the lighter parts of the eye and adding (FC) 

Ultramarine in the darker corners. To be honest, the coloured pencils don’t colour really 

well over the inktense pencils on the wood. When used on their own, they adhere very 

well to the wood, but over the inktense, you will only get a faint glaze. To get around this, 

I used a Bic Blue ballpoint pen to add the final dark layers of blue shading in the upper 

part of the eye and also to add a bit of interest and detail to the iris of the eye. 

 

In the next image, you will find I have worked up all the hairs around the eye. These were 

done almost entirely using the Knife tip. I start with the lightest hairs first and the heat 

turned to between 2 and 3. The key for the pale small hairs is to work quickly and gently, 

sweeping the knife blade across the timber with barely any pressure and without lingering. 

I had a practise board to work with whilst I was getting used to my various tips and the 

heat settings and I think it is always safer to start light and build up to the darks. The 

darker hairs were done, not so much by pressing heavily, but by allowing the blade to 

move more slowly over the timber. 

 

It can be slightly disconcerting knowing that if you make a mistake, you can’t just erase it 

out, but then I also love the fact that when you make a mark, it isn’t going to smudge and 

is very much permanent – there is something very satisfying about that. 
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The Nose 

 

I really didn’t use the Spoon Shader Tip very much at all when working on this cat. The 

majority of work was done with either the Knife or Writer tip. The Writer Tip was 

especially useful around the nose. If you look very closely at the nose tip, you can see that 

it is made up of a series of dots. The initial tones were done using the heat on a lower 

setting around 2, and holding the tip on the surface for just long enough so that the timber 

turned a nice beige colour. For those areas that I wanted darker, I would go back, turn up 

the heat and leave the Writer tip there for slightly longer. There were parts of the cat where 

I would do this and little craters formed – this wasn’t too bad on the tip of the nose, but in 

other areas it wasn’t consistent with the texture I was after and so to minimise the pitting 

texture, I would go over these darker areas with the knife tip. 

 

The pale hairs on the muzzle were done with the heat turned to 2 and with lots of quick 

strokes with the Knife Tip. The darker hairs on top of the forehead were done by turning 

the heat up to 5 and then leaving the blade resting on the timber surface until it turned a 

lovely rich black (often little sparks would fly out of the timber at this point). I was 

concerned as to whether the smell of wood burning would be disturbing to my family, but 

the only time they really noticed a smell was when I was working on these darkest areas. 
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You will also note in this image, that I have added the colour to the fleshy part of the eye. 

It is much more difficult to burn the timber once you have added colour, so as much as 

possible try to do any wood burning prior to adding the colour. The Ball Writer tip was 

used at a setting of 3 to add all the little details and markings around the inner eye. I then 

used (DI) Mid Vermillion and (DI) Carmine Pink to apply the colour to these areas. You 

may be wondering why I use the Inktense pencils to add colour first and don’t reach 

straight for the regular coloured pencils. The Inktense pencils are fairly transparent and 
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won’t cover up your wood burning markings, so they complement, rather than obscure the 

pyrography. Regular coloured pencils are great for adding detail where you need it, but if 

applied over the wood burning, may partially cover it. I still felt that the reds of the inner 

fleshy red parts weren’t quite rich enough and so turned to the Bic Red ballpoint pen at 

this point to add more colour and depth. This is optional – You could try a darker Inktense 

shade or even a darker coloured pencil. 

 

 
 

In the image above you can see that most of the tiny hairs on the bridge of the nose have 

been added using the Ball tip writer on a lower setting and by doing lots of little strokes 

and then as soon as we get to the longer hairs, I change to the Knife tip. Colour has been 
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added between these hairs using (DI) Red Violet, (DI) Iris Blue, (DI) Deep Violet and (DI) 

Payne’s Grey. I have just dabbed the colour on here and there, keeping the colours loose 

and variegated. I used (FC) Cold Grey to add some lines between the upper bridge of the 

nose and the inner fleshy part of the eye (on the white strip). 
 

Right Ear 

 

 
 

I started with the upper, inner part of the ear and using both the Shader tip and the Writer 

tip filled in much of the colour to a mid-tone brown using the heat on 3. I then turned the 

heat up to 4 and using the Ball tip writer added lots of little dots, which mark the entry 

point for hairs on the inner ear. The Knife Tip was used on 4 and 5 to add all the hairs in 

and around the ear on the right-hand side. The Writer tip was using to outline and fill in 

the outer rim of the ear and some of the detail within. Once most of the burning was 
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complete, I turned to the Inktense pencils to add washes of colour and these were added 

using (DI) Mid Vermillion, (DI) Tangerine and (DI) Baked Earth. The pink shading was 

done using (FC) Dark Flesh and (FC) Pink Madder Lake. 
 

 
 

Moving down from the ear and the hairs between the eye and the ear are all drawn in using 

the Wood burner with the Knife Tip and temperatures ranging between 2 and 5, depending 

on the darkness of the hairs. Once all the wood burning has been done, some softer hairs 

are added using the 0 paint brush and (DI) Baked Earth and (DI) Saddle Brown. If you 
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look closely, you should be able to see where I have used (FC) White on some of the 

lightest areas around the ear and (FC) Light Flesh on the area between the white and the 

eye. I then moved on to the left ear and completed the rest of the face later in the tutorial. 
 

Left Ear 
 

Because the left ear is in the background of the photo, it is slightly more blurred and has 

less clarity that the right ear and so I tried to keep all the lines and markings very soft. The 

upper part of the left ear was done using the Writer tip and a lower heat of 2 for all but the 

darkest of markings and as you can see most of the wood burning here is done with a 

series of dots. The underside of the left ear had the heat turned up to 5 and this part was 

done using both the Knife tip and the writer tip. Because the hairs coming out of this ear 

need to look softer, I used the write tip and gently dragged the point out from the inner ear. 

You might be able to just make out some white coloured pencil hairs coming out from the 

ear as well, which were done using (FC) White. 

 

Once all the wood burning was complete on the left ear, I added a wash of (DI) Iris Blue 

and if you look very closely halfway up the ear, you can see where some of the Blue 

Pigment bled out into the wood grain. I also used some (DI) Peacock Blue and (DI) Thistle 

in the wash. The overall effect was too bright and so I went back over the wash using (DI) 

White and then burnished the whole ear using (CD) Bluish Pale. I then went over some of 

the areas again using the wood burner and the writer tip to subdue the brighter colours. 

The base of the ear is still too blue, but I didn’t think it detracted too much from the 

overall look and so left it. 
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Top of the Head 
 

The top of the head has had colour added between the wood burned hair using (DI) 

Navy Blue, (DI) Violet and (DI) Payne’s Grey. The warmer hairs either side of the 

forehead were added using (DI) Mid Vermillion, (DI) Tangerine and (DI) Baked 

Earth. Some more hairs were then added using (FC) Burnt Ochre and (FC) Venetian 

Red. I still felt the hairs needed a little more definition and so used a brown 

ballpoint pen to add more detail. The lightest hairs at the top and side of the head 

were done by turning the heat to under two and with a light and consistent pressure 

gently dragging the Writer Tip across the surface. 
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The Collar and Neck 

 

 

 

I actually found this part of the cat the trickiest of all and it was my least favourite part to 

render. I will share with you how I drew it, but you may come up with a better way. I 

started with a very low heat and added all the golden shadings around the collar and on the 

buckle using the Ball Tip Writer. I then turned the heat up to between 4 and 5 to add the 

darker areas of the buckle holes and the top part of the collar. I then used the (DI) Iris Blue 

to add a layer of blue colour to the collar. This applied fairly unevenly, leaving the wood 

grain showing through. I then tried to go over it using (FC) Sky Blue, but it really didn’t 

help much. I next tried (CD) Pastel Blue which only even the colour up marginally. At that 

point I decided that I probably wasn’t going to be able to achieve a nice smooth opaque 

blue and so moved on. The darker blue on the collar end was done using (DI) Peacock 

Blue and then I went over it with (FC) Ultramarine and (FI) Pink Madder Lake. Still not 

satisfied with the intensity of blue, I reached for the Bic Blue ballpoint pen, but found this 

colour too intense and so coloured back over it with the coloured pencils. The white areas 

of the cat and the collar were all added using (FC) White and (CD) White. On certain 

surfaces, I sometime find the Faber Castell White more opaque and at other times the 

Caran D’ache. In this case, neither one of them were as opaque as I wanted and so I then 

turned to the Opaque White Artist’s ink to give some of the whitest areas, including the 

cat’s fur a bit of punch.  

 

The buckle had some colour added using, (from lightest to darkest), (FC) Light Flesh, 

(FC) Pink Madder Lake, (FC) Raw Umber and (FC) Van-Dyck-Brown. (FC) Burnt Umber 

was used in the darkest shadows behind the buckle. The golden coloured fur of the cat was 
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done using (FC) Ivory, (FC) Light Flesh, (FC) Raw Umber and a touch of (FC) Burnt 

Siena. These colours were then burnished using (FC) White. 

 

The whiskers were a bit tricky. I tried the (FC) white coloured pencil by itself but wasn’t 

happy with the intensity of the whiskers and so turned to my Diamond cut engraver to 

gently scratch out the whiskers. This did do the job, although if you look very closely, they 

are a little rough. I then tried going over the whiskers with the white ink but wasn’t happy 

with the result and so went over them again with the (FC) white pencil and this time they 

were a little smoother looking. I’m not sure what approach I would take next time. It is 

handy to know that you can use an engraver to very gently remove unwanted bits of wood 

burning, although it will leave some texture behind.  

 

The other tools I have found useful for removing lighter wood burning markings are the 

fiber glass brush tools. I have a micro and full-size microfiber glass brush which I use for 

Scratchboard work, but these are also quite useful for softening areas. I used this technique 

quite a bit when working on this portrait in my first ever pyrography art piece, where I 

wanted nice soft skin tones. 
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I am still experimenting and trying to work out what is the best way for varnishing and 

finishing off these pieces. I have read that traditional varnishes can exacerbate the fading 

of the burn marks over time but there are plenty of artists who do use either a spray on or 

brush on varnish and are happy with the results. I have also read that using a bee’s wax-

based varnish such as Gamblin’s Cold Wax medium has very good UV protectant 

properties and will not cause the timber to yellow over time. This type of varnish is 

applied with a rag, left to dry for a day and is then buffed into the timber. I start with a 

light coat on the first day and then apply a heavier coat on the second day. This is my 

varnish of choice for the pieces done on wood but the problem then is that because this 

type of varnish is applied with a rag and rubbed into the surface, we still need some way of 

protecting the surface first, otherwise some of the pencil marks may be rubbed off when 

applying the wax. I have tried applying a couple of light coats of spray varnish first. The 

advantage of this was that it sealed the timber and made the application of wax medium 

very easy, but it immediately caused some yellowing of the timber. I next tried using a 

workable fixative before applying the wax. The fixative did not alter the colour of the 

timber at all, but it also didn’t seal the timber and so I found when rubbing in the cold wax 

medium that a few tiny little splinters lifted as well. I also suspect that the fixative caused 

some sinkage of the pencil pigment into the timber and so the colours seemed less vibrant.  

The jury is still out as to what is the best way to finish off these artworks and I will keep 

you updated with further artworks down the track. 

 

 I hope you have enjoyed this tutorial on using coloured pencils with Pyrography and 

please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or problems with this 

tutorial. 

 

 
Please note, this tutorial is intended for personal use only and is not to be sold or reused in any manner 

other than those approved by the author. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Final Artwork 
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 
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